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You are going to listen to a conversation. Here is what it is about:

Answer the following questions before listening to the conversation. 

1. Who is talking?  and .

2. What are they talking about? About .

3. What may appear in their conversation? Tick (3) your guess. 

       

Now you are ready to listen to the conversation! 

Tommy and Katy are talking about their hobbies. Listen to the 

conversation and write your answers in the  below.

1. The Tree Nuts is . 

 A. a storybook

 B. a magazine

 C. boring

 D. funny 

Exercise

Track 01

Elementary

Pre-listening Task

Read the questions first.
Pay attention to the keywords.

Tommy and Katy are talking about their hobbies.

Write down all the details 
about The Tree Nuts.

Guessing the 
meaning of words

a basketball a violinChinese checkers

A. B. C. 

sample
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What do you like doing? Talk to two classmates and find out their 

hobbies.

Let’s Speak
Conversations

2. Where does Tommy get his stamps? 

 A. from his parents

 B. from his grandparents 

 C. from his teachers

 D. from his friends

3. What does Katy collect? 

 

A.  B.  C.  D. 

4. Which of the following is TRUE? 

 A. Tommy learned ice skating when he was six. 

 B. Tommy loves ice skating. 

 C. Tommy fell down on the ice rink many times. 

 D. Tommy wants to go ice skating with Katy.

5. What does Katy do with her family at weekends? 

 A. go ice skating

 B. go cycling

 C. play Chinese checkers 

 D. play table tennis

A

A

A

A
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Elementary

Tommy is writing a letter. Read the letter and answer the questions 

on the next page.

5

1

10

15

Summarising 
the content

22 September 20XX

Dear Grandma and Grandpa,

  How are you? Thank you for the stamp of an old train with 

your last letter. I love it very much.

  School started weeks ago. I have made some new friends. 

Katy is one of them. She sits next to me. Katy is tall. She has long 

hair. She is slim but her cat is fat. She showed me a picture of her 

cat the other day. It must be heavy. It looked so cute. I would like 

to have a cat too. 

  Daddy and I went cycling again last Saturday. We went 

to Ma On Shan. We had lunch there. I met Katy there! What a 

coincidence. Then we went to buy a new smartphone for Mum. 

We can go back next time to watch a film at the cinema.

  The weather forecast says that it is mostly rainy in Vancouver 

this month. Please be careful when you walk outside. I look 

forward to visiting both of you this winter.

                         Love,

                         Tommy 

sample
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Write your answers in the  below.

1. Which stamp did Tommy receive? 

 

A.

  

B.

  

C.

  

D.

2. Katy is  and . 

 A. tall; heavy B. fat; heavy

 C. tall; slim  D. fat; cute

3. What did Tommy and his father do last Saturday? 

 A. rode bicycles 

 B. bought a bicycle

 C. watched a film

 D. had dinner

4. Where do Tommy’s grandparents live? 

 A. in Hong Kong

 B. in London

 C. in San Francisco

 D. in Vancouver 

Read the questions and give short answers.

5. What does Katy keep as a pet? 

  

6. When does Tommy plan to visit his grandparents? 

  

A

A

AA

Look at the pictures 
for hints.

Tactic

sample
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Samuel is talking with his friend Diana about the new facilities. Listen 

to the conversation and write your answers in the  below.  

(10 marks @2 marks)

1. How does Samuel know about the new facilities? 

 A. from a poster B. from a leaflet 

 C. from the newspaper D. from TV

2. Where is the new theme park? 

 A. on Hong Kong Island B. in Kowloon

 C. in the New Territories D. on Lantau Island 

3. What is in the theme park? 

 A. a water park  B. a roller coaster 

 C. cartoon characters  D. all of the above

4. There is NO ___________ at the shopping centre. 

 

A.

  

B.

  

C.

  

D.

5. Why is the shopping centre crowded? 

 A. It is not open yet.

 B. It is too small.

 C. It is newly open. 

 D. It sells cheap products.

A

A

A

Part A - Listening Track 05
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Samuel is helping his mother fill in a customer survey form. Listen to 

the conversation and complete the form. (10 marks @2 marks) A

Part B - Listening Track 06

Joyful Fast Food Shop
Customer Survey Form

  Put a ‘3 ’ in the appropriate  .

1. How often do you come here? ✭

   every day    once a week

   once a month   other: 

2. How much do you usually spend each time? ✭

   less than $50   $50 – $100

   $101 – $250   more than $250

3. Please rate the following: ✭

Good Average Bad
a. Cleanliness 3

b. Food 
c. Speed

4. What is your favourite food here?

  

Name:  Judy Wong

Phone number: 5   

Thank you!

✭

sample
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Part C - Reading

Samuel saw a poster in his building. Read the poster and answer the 

questions on the next page. (10 marks @2 marks)

5

1

10

Missing

Terry Fung, 70, is missing.

He said he was going to Como Village Centre for the Elderly before 

going hiking but nobody saw him at the centre.

He went missing since 20/12/20XX.

Terry is tall and thin. 

He wears glasses. 

He has short grey hair.

He was wearing a thick grey jacket and blue jeans.

He likes to bring a loaf of bread, a jar of peanut butter, a tin of 

sausages and a carton of soya milk when he goes hiking.

If you see him, please contact the police or Patrick Fung (4311 0022).

sample
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Write your answers in the  below.

1. How old is Terry? 

 A. 12 years old B. 20 years old

 C. 50 years old D. 70 years old 

2. Who is Terry Fung? 

 

A.

 

B.

 

C.

 

D.

3. What can Terry Fung eat when he goes hiking? 

 A. sausages and eggs

 B. peanut butter cookies and milk

 C. sausage fried rice and soya milk

 D. peanut butter sandwiches and sausages 

4. What should people do if they see Terry? 

 A. call the police  B. email Patrick

 C. bring him home D. give him some food

Fill in each blank with ONE word. 

5. 

A

A

A

   Name: Terry Fung

   Date of missing: 20 December

   Appearance: · short and  hair 

    · thin and  

sample


